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F
eedback has long been recognized as the ‘‘cornerstone

of effective clinical teaching.’’1 Recently, we have

seen emphasis shift from an instructor-centric para-

digm to a learner-centric model that aims to understand

how learners seek, receive, and incorporate feedback. These

are crucial first steps in improving feedback effectiveness.

Rather than continuing to focus on feedback delivery

methods, recent publications highlight the importance of

the learner’s perspective in the feedback conversation

through nurturing the skill of ‘‘reflection-in-action’’ and

promoting a culture of ‘‘informed self-assessment.’’2,3 This

paradigm shift represents a welcome change, as a focus on

learner-dependent variables better aligns with what really

matters in the feedback conversation—improving learner

performance. To ultimately improve performance, we must

better understand what causes the feedback magic to occur:

Which conditions of the learning environment spark

recipient engagement, reflection, and motivation to change

behavior?4

Even if we cannot grasp exactly how to promote

reflection or informed self-assessment in our learners, we

recognize the need for change in our current feedback

practices. Recent reports of learner dissatisfaction with

feedback quantity and quality and faculty-reported barriers

to engaging in feedback likely resonate with our own

experiences as learners and clinical teachers.5,6 However,

the remedies are much more likely to be based on cultural

than individual factors. In a 2014 Journal of Graduate

Medical Education commentary, Watling7 argued that our

current learning culture may discount the value of feedback

conversations. Yet, there is reason for hope if we can

engage our learners in the solution. Resident peer educators

may be uniquely suited to challenge the status quo of

feedback cultures at our institutions.7

Two papers in this issue of JGME contribute to the

discussion of resident-driven change in institutional feed-

back culture. De la Cruz and colleagues8 present a

qualitative exploration of resident perceptions of peer-to-

peer feedback that examines factors that affect learner

response to feedback. They identify themes that may

improve residents’ ability to give and receive feedback,

including improved standardization and structure of

feedback encounters, enhanced resident education on

giving and receiving feedback, and the implementation of

defined feedback goals.8 In a second paper, a multi-

institution group led by Reddy9 casts a spotlight on specific

barriers to resident-initiated change in an institutional

feedback culture, most notably that many trainees fail to

appreciate the difference between summative ‘‘evaluation’’

and ‘‘feedback.’’ To understand how the findings by de la

Cruz et al8 and Reddy et al9 support resident physicians’

role as powerful agents of change in a shifting feedback

culture, it is helpful to consider recent transformations in

thinking regarding feedback.

Cognitive theory illuminates how feedback is processed

by learners and, ultimately, how it affects personal growth.

On a fundamental level, feedback can be viewed as an

opportunity to bring attention to a gap between the

recipient’s knowledge or skill and the level of knowledge or

skill he or she needs to attain. Ideally, the recipient’s

awareness of that gap can then serve as a catalyst for

further learning.10

However, exactly how a learner uses feedback to grow

and develop is complicated. This process, termed ‘‘in-

formed self-assessment’’ by Sargeant et al,3 represents a

balancing act. The learner attempts to access, integrate, and

analyze inputs from concrete sources, such as comments

from multiple supervisors. Internal factors such as emo-

tions influence the decision to integrate these inputs to

arrive at a final self-assessment, which can influence future

patterns of behavior.3 Archer2 outlines a similar model to

describe how learners use feedback to aid personal

development, suggesting that educators can use feedback to

promote a pattern of ‘‘self-directed assessment seeking’’ in

learners, whereby they actively and independently look to

trusted sources, including peers, for input to self-monitor

behavior. This results in the ideal outcome—the creation of

a lifelong learner motivated to consistently self-assess and

improve.

Not surprisingly, emotion plays a sizeable role in

influencing cognition and, ultimately, if and how infor-

mation is integrated into an informed self-assessment.11,12

As medical educators, we appreciate that the learning

environment and the degree to which it supports learning
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can have a profound influence on learners and their

emotional reactions to, and hence their receptivity to,

feedback.13

Several authors have suggested recipes for promoting a

culture in which learners are more apt to accept feedback.

Eva et al14 identify that learners should be approached with

feedback only when they possess the self-confidence to

admit their shortcomings (ie, not during their initial

attempt at a procedure or a challenging patient conversa-

tion). Learners are much more likely to accept feedback

when it comes from a credible and beneficent source who

has been involved in direct observation of skills or

behaviors and who provides the opportunity for learner

self-assessment during the feedback encounter.14 Molloy

and Boud4 suggest deliberately removing the stakes of

summative assessment from feedback, to ensure learners

are oriented to the purpose of feedback prior to the start of

clinical rotations.4 Perhaps most important with respect to

learner acceptance of feedback, the institutional culture

must expect, accommodate, and eventually ‘‘normalize’’

pervasive feedback. The more ubiquitous feedback be-

comes in all training activities, the easier learners can

achieve a state of ‘‘reflection in action.’’10

Intrinsic motivation may also impact the way learners

seek and receive feedback. Teunissen et al15 differentiate

between ‘‘goal-oriented’’ learners, who are motivated by a

desire to acquire new skills and knowledge, and ‘‘perfor-

mance-oriented’’ individuals, who are preoccupied with

garnering positive judgments of their competence from

supervisors. They suggest that goal-oriented learners are

voracious seekers of feedback, and being motivated by a

desire to learn is consistently cited as a positive predictor of

feedback-seeking behavior.16,17 Unfortunately, few learners

begin training programs with a purely goal-oriented mindset;

the very nature of higher education and the process of arriving

at a postgraduate training program dictate otherwise.

To promote a more favorable institutional feedback

culture, faculty can employ several techniques to shape

more goal-oriented trainees. Learners benefit from early

training on how to respond to both positive and negative

feedback, including how to self-regulate the ego effects

associated with negative feedback. Additionally, when

feedback is incorporated into training on a daily basis,

learners are more apt to actively seek it out. Trainees also

indicate they are more likely to seek feedback when they

perceive that faculty view them as learners rather than

additional labor in a busy clinical environment. Thus,

faculty should make time to directly observe trainees,

which will render their subsequent feedback more reliable

and promote a sense of investment in learners’ professional

development.18 To promote a culture of feedback-seeking

behavior, it is helpful to both encourage feedback seeking

during the socialization period of newcomers to the

organization and to design training programs that specif-

ically aim to develop learning, goal-oriented individuals.17

Strategies for facilitating positive change in feedback

culture are provided in the B O X.

As de la Cruz and colleagues8 illustrate in their study,

peer-to-peer feedback provides an opportunity to capture the

formative input of sources who, based on direct observation,

are able to provide feedback that is viewed by their peers as

authentic and unique.8 Resident observation of colleague

behaviors is already ubiquitous within training programs: to

not capture it is a missed opportunity, for both improving

learner performance and feedback culture. The illumination

by Reddy et al9 of some of the barriers that hinder resident

engagement in feedback should not discourage us, but rather

empower us to overcome them. While peer-to-peer feedback

is only one component of a comprehensive feedback

program, nurturing its success may have downstream

benefits on the feedback culture. As a community of

educators, we would be wise to adopt strategies to build and

maintain a learner-centric feedback culture if we are

passionate about improving learner performance.
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